About 1Mobility

1Mobility has successfully established itself as a global company, offering cloud based, internationalized and scalable Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solution that monitors, manages and supports mobile devices across platforms (Android, iOS, BlackBerry, Windows), service providers and manufacturers.

1Mobility has a team of dedicated and talented professionals with over 8 years of innovative software development believes that “today, Enterprise Mobility though not mandatory, is a fact of business life for various obvious reasons like increased productivity, cost savings, competitive advantage and better customer engagement.”

Having serviced industries like Banking, Financial Services, Insurance, Technology, Education, Pharmaceutical, Communication & Media and Government and initial focus on the emerging markets, 1Mobility provides affordable solutions either cloud based or privately installed, enabling over-the-air distribution of mobile applications, configuration settings and security policies to corporate owned or employee owned (BYOD) devices through a central web console. No matter what type of organization it is, 1Mobility has affordable solutions and services for all, be it initial, advanced or matured enterprise mobility.

1Mobility offers following solutions

- Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) through consulting, development and managed services
- Data Loss Prevention (DLP) of Mobile Data
- Compliance enforcement and monitoring
- Containerization
- BYOD Management

For further information, please visit the 1Mobility website at http://www.1Mobility.com
Mobile Compliance

While enterprise mobility has become a fact of business life for organizations of all sizes across industries, it has made it a lot more complicated for organizations to maintain compliance with government and industry-specific regulations.

To safeguard organization’s data, you need to enforce policies and monitor compliance on the devices which access business apps and data.

1Mobility provides a centralized console to create, manage and enforce robust compliance policies on the devices. 1Mobility provides a customizable compliance engine that allows administrators to protect proprietary corporate data from unwanted exposure. Administrator can set various rules which are evaluated and certain action are enforced on non-compliant devices.

Highlights

- Device Compliance allows the administrator to create customized compliance rules based on device criteria such as operating system, compromised status and application lists. All enforcement actions are customized in Device Policies.

- Application compliance is created based on custom groups of blacklisted or recommended applications. In order to configure application compliance enforcement, administrators need to build lists of applications using App Compliance module and then create rules and actions using Device compliance rules module.

Policies

- Compliance rules based on
  - Ownership (Employee Owned or Corporate Owned)
  - Platform (Android, iOS, Windows)
  - Group and location of the users

- Automated compliance monitoring at the set intervals

- Automated actions when a device is detected non-compliant
  - Notify user and / or admin
  - Delete corporate data
  - De-enroll the device

- Compliances can be set to be checked on
  - Enrollment
  - Entering the corporate network or fence (Time, Wi-Fi or Location based)
  - Scheduled intervals
Policies can be defined for various criteria
- Passcode
- Apps (Blacklisted / Recommended Apps)
- Jailbroken / Rooted Status
- OS version
- Manufacturer
- Roaming Status
- Heartbeat /Last seen
- SIM Card Change/Last seen
- USB Debugging
- Developer Option
- Battery Percentage

Alerts & Reports
- Administrators are informed of non-compliance proactively
- Dashboard displays information about non-compliant devices
- Compliance reports can be queried for
  - Last run or custom intervals
  - Non-compliant devices
  - Any actions taken due to non-compliant status
  - All the sections displaying device information indicate the compliant status

Summary
IT administrators can’t monitor each and every mobile devices under management. 1Mobility eco-system allows to automate the monitoring and handling of non-compliance handling. This substantially reduces cost and brings multi-fold efficiency in managing enterprise mobility.